Liberal Ladies Trivia December 6, 2019

1)
a)
b)
c)

The star of the movie Harriet also starred in what Broadway show?
Ragtime
The Color Purple
Ain’t Too Proud

2) Which female director became the first woman to win an Academy Award for Best
Director on her work for the 2008 movie, “The Hurt Locker”?”
a) Stephanie Rockman
b) Jill Ackles
c) Kathryn Bigelow
3)
a)
b)
c)

Coco Chanel started making clothes
By making doll’s clothes from scraps of nun’s skirts
Using dark blanket fabric to dress her dog
Dressing her dolls with her mother’s cut up blouses

4) This Jewish immigrant form Poland founded a cosmetic empire and later used her
wealth to become a patron of the Arts.
a) Elizabeth Arden
b) Helena Rubenstein
c) Estee Lauder
5) Who said, “some people think luxury is the opposite of poverty, It’s not. It’s the opposite
of vulgarity.”
a) Gloria Vanderbilt
b) Coco Chanel
c) Donna Karan
6)
a)
b)
c)

Who said, “a party without cake is just a meeting.”
Julia Child
Alice Waters
Gloria Steinem

7) Who said that her motto is “no one is born smart. You become smart through hard
work.”
a) Michele Obama
b) Nancy Pelosi
c) Hillary Clinton

8) Selected in 1960 for the Mercury 13, a group of women who trained to be astronauts,
this record -breaking aviator fought against gender discrimination at NASA.
a) Sally Ride
b) Jerrie Cobb
c) Lisa Nowak
9) This Congresswoman, elected in 1971, co-founded the National Women’s Political
Caucus and coined the slogan “This woman’s place is in the House- the House of
Representatives.”
a) Lindy Boggs
b) Bella Abzug
c) Barbara Jordan
10) This actress was the first Chinese-American movie star, starring in more than 50 movies
beginning in the 1920’s.
a) Kelly Hu
b) Elaine Chao
c) Anna May Wong
11) This photographer was the first female photo journalist for Life Magazine and the first
female war photographer.
a) Mary Ellen Mark
b) Margaret Bourke-White
c) Dorothea Lange
12) Kimberly Guilfoyle, girlfriend of Donald Trump, Jr, used to be married to:
a) Corey Lewandowski
b) Gavin Newsome, Dem governor of California
c) Fired White House Secretary Rob Porter
13) Who said, “There is nothing like staying at home for real comfort”?
a) Virginia Wolfe
b) Emily Bronte
c) Jane Austen
14) Who said, “Dance found me”?
a) Twyla Tharp
b) Misty Copeland
c) Jennifer Lopez
15) Who said, “I was built this way for a reason, so I’m going to use it”?
a) Janet Jackson
b) jockey Rosie Napravnik
c) gymnast Simone Biles

16) Who was the first woman to run for President of the United States?
a) Victoria Woodhull
b) Belva Lockwood
c) Marietta Stow
17) What is the oldest coed college to accept women?
a) University of Pennsylvania
b) Oberlin College
c) George Washington University
18) Which one of TV’s “The Golden Girls” was in her 60’s when the series brought her to
fame?
a) Estelle Getty
b) Betty White
c) Bea Arthur
19) What was the masculine sounding name of the Australian bush nurse who came up with
the radical new method of treating poliomyelitis, during the devastating epidemics that
swept several countries in the first half of the 20th century?
a) Sister Benny
b) Sister Denny
c) Sister Kenny
20) How many husbands did Elizabeth Taylor have?
21) What was the name of the first test tube baby?
22) What does J.K. stand for in JK Rowling?
23) Who said, “in politics, if you want anything said, ask a man. If you want anything done,
ask a woman?
24) Madeline Albright was born in what country?
25) Who said, “When people tell me that a woman can’t beat Donald Trump, I tell them
that Nancy Pelosi does it every single day.”?
a) Amy Klobuchar
b) Elizabeth Warren
c) Kamala Harris

BONUS:
Who was the only woman whose name appeared on the Declaration of Independence?
Do you know why?!

